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Abstract 
The paper reviews about methods have been implemented on uncertain time series data in weather prediction. The aim of 
uncertain time series analysis is to formulate uncertain data in order to gain knowledge, fit low dimensional models, and do 
prediction. Euclidean distance, particle swarm optimization, data mining, and Monte Carlo simulation are methods that have been 
compared to investigate the best ways of predicting. These methods have been implemented since early 1900s. This paper 
discusses on the performance of every methods. 
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1. Introduction 
Uncertain time series is part of time series group. Time series well known as a stretch of values on the same scale 
indexed by a time that occur naturally in many application areas such as environmental, economic, finance, and 
medicine. The aim of time series analysis is to formulate time series data in order to gain knowledge, fit low 
dimensional models, and make forecasts. The uncertain time series is a non-negative and precisely different ways in 
a number of fields [1], [2]. The combination of uncertainties are significant [1–3] and bring important knowledge for 
the area involved. However, there are many challenges to be faced when it involved application area as example in 
manufacturing and weather. Researcher in manufacturing tries to survey any techniques that have been proposed 
specifically for modelling and processing uncertain time series for temporal data [4], [5]. While, in weather the 
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researcher tries to determine knowledge from uncertain time series that can be used in weather prediction or 
precipitation for human being benefits. 
Beginning 1900s, there were several researches being done according to uncertain time series but not specify 
using the uncertain terms. In 1905, researcher determines the relation between normal and abnormal development of 
the embryo of the frog by investigate the failed of yolk to segment where yolk had been interrupt during the earlier 
stages [6]. The inconsistent process of segmentation shown there were uncertain time series in stages of 
development. On the other hands, during 1911, the uncertain time series had been studied through series of traverses 
across desert in order to determine the effect secular Oscillation in Egypt during the Cretaceous and Eocene periods 
[7]. While, in 1985, the researcher helps to identify wet spells of weather and assess the unusualness of the recent 
episode of heavy precipitation in meteorology department even though the uncertain whether a prolonged dry spell 
will strike to bring the lake levels down to much lower levels before the onset of the next severe wet spell [8]. These 
situations shown the uncertain time series was very helpful and useful when knowledge had been extracted from the 
data set, and more researches must be done in order to get proper method of extraction exact knowledge for 
predicting. 
Uncertain time series in weather precipitation forecast is believed can avoid risks and help in order to make better 
daily decisions, whispered can improve the quality of demand, and identify the temporal patterns that emerge and 
persist. Therefore, this study will determine the accuracy of forecasting uncertain time series and improve the 
quality of yield in weather forecast area. The study will focus on present uncertain time series data in order to reduce 
space, which type of similarity is suitable to measure similarity between patterns in long sequence uncertain time 
series data and how to manage data without reduce lost of compression properties, and how to maximise the 
efficiency of prediction in extract knowledge from uncertain time series data. 
This paper represents a brief overview of uncertain time series and methods being used especially focusing on 
weather prediction. Methods that have been implemented assists meteorological people in finding parameters and 
variables even there are some errors exist [9], and further research must been done for predicting process in future. 
This paper is organized as follows. First, the related research is reviewed in Sec.2. Then, some analysis will be 
compared in Sec.3. In Sec.4, there will be a discussion of techniques and benefits. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in 
Sec.5. 
2. Related research 
Uncertain time series is important in helping to build up the prediction. It influences changeable climate that 
provides more useful information. Important knowledge can be tackled from this changeable gap that exists in 
uncertain time series data. The uncertainty can provide better results in terms of quality and efficiency [4], [5], [10]. 
Uncertainty information might arise for different reasons [5]. The uncertain time series has been explored 
extensively in recent years. Uncertain data is created by several applications in data forecasting. This is such as 
weather precipitation predicting for meteorology department, or in manufacturing demand prediction which both 
actually can gain benefits in handling future outcome.  
There are relationship between uncertain and original series [11], [12]. A certain time series is extracted to 
represent the original uncertain time series [10]. Uncertainty can be due to data aggregation, privacy-preserving 
transforms, and error-prone mining algorithms [4], [5]. Uncertain time series can be treated as positional uncertain 
vectors [13]. Besides, uncertainty exist in the modelling process where it arises from fundamental choice as example 
in grid resolution and from the parameterization of processes unresolved at the grid scale [14] and the high 
uncertainty bring big impact on prediction of regional climate change [15]. The lack of model diversity causes 
limited range of climate change projections [16]. The distinct source of uncertainty in prediction are included 
internal variability, model uncertainty or response uncertainty, and scenario uncertainty [15], [17]. 
Weather and climate are difference. Weather is a representation of natural situation over a short period of time 
where as a “snapshot” of the atmosphere at a particular time. While, climate is the statistics of weather over a long 
period of time [18]. Change on environment and climate particularly sea level cause difficulties arise in identify an 
effective policy on multi-decadal time scale in order to gain the factors for evolution were uncertain in variability 
and trends, especially in analyzing of temperature and precipitation [19]. The present statistics of storm surges to be 
capable of a large change in the frequency of floods in future [19]. The long-term effects of warming in ecological 
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regimes are uncertain with no clear evidence found [20]. The predicting effect of future climate in a highly dynamic 
system is the challenge [20]. 
As focus on weather area, the artificial intelligence methods for weather prediction currently included model 
output statistics, fuzzy logic, expert systems, genetic algorithm, and particle swarm optimization [18], but in 
implementation of uncertain time series data, the method involved are included Euclidean Distance, Particle Swarm 
Optimization (PSO), Data Mining , and Monte Carlo. Predicting uncertain time series appears to be serious problem 
in focus area, as the existing forecast of certain time series does not purely mirror the ability of predicting future 
decisions. The certain time series data cannot be implemented in large scale of dataset which bring error in 
prediction [3], [9], [21]. Uncertain time series in weather precipitation prediction is believed can avoid risks and 
help in order to make better daily decisions. The determination of predicting uncertain time series noted as serious 
action must be taken in order to improve the quality of yield in focus area. Therefore, comparison of analysis been 
done in order to determine the yield of predicting uncertain time series. The limitation from analysis can be used as 
an opening of experiment and being aim to secure the limitation for enhanced prediction outcome. 
 
2.1.Eulidean distance method 
 
Weather area shows that the main problem of indexing uncertain time series are included the low query 
selectivity due to the curve of positional, only correlated uncertain time series can be treated as positional uncertain 
vectors, and none of the approaches such as statistical modelling and Gaussian; is able to support dynamic time 
warping [13]. Traditional distance measures such as Euclidean distance or dynamic time warping are not always 
effective for analyzing uncertain time series data cause of limitation in applicability [22]. The change of 
precipitation from climate are often complex, uncertain, and changeable with the dynamic characteristic and 
rendered as a complex nonlinear dynamic system [21].  
  
2.2.Particle swarm optimization method 
 
PSO considers as good method when plays in certain time series data based on the yield of prediction. For each 
potential solution in the PSO is referred as a particle, and each set of particles composes a population where it 
maintains the position associated with the best fitness ever experienced by it in a personal memory call pbest and the 
best value of it is called gbest [18]. In this case, there was tool been implemented through PSO [18] which was 
Matlab 6 with MeteoLab toolboxes which developed by Antonio S. Cofi’no, Rafael Cano, Carmen Sordo, Cristina 
Primo, and Jos’e Manuel Guti’errez where the tool helps in collection of numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
algorithms, raw data of weather observations included precipitation, pressure and temperature observation,  
information of reanalysis projects, and algorithms for generation of simulation data and a routine for the 
representation of climate data. 
The used of data set of temperature observations been compared with two techniques included PSO-based 
approach and Neural Network (NN) toolbox Netlab shown that the mean error NN 3.3289  was bigger than PSO 
2.27. This shown PSO was helped in reduce the error from the extraction knowledge processes. PSO works in an 
unsupervised manner and discover relations hidden inside the data set [18]. In other cases such as precipitation 
prediction, avoid of uncertainty in data will cause error. This been shown through standard error of estimate [23]. 
Uncertainty analysis is one of the techniques that  has been used to validate the precipitation data apart from 
systematic bias, model output evaluation with different precipitation inputs, and inter-comparisons of magnitude and 
spatial pattern; for analysis of spatial similarities between Next Generation Radar (NEXRAD) and North American 
Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS) [24]. 
PSO algorithm is one of heuristic methods that has been applied for analysis and prediction data. It is used to 
provide experimental results of the aforementioned method on real-world meteorological time series [18]. PSO can 
outperform classical and modern methods for the discovery of models in weather data. Usually, PSO algorithm is 
implemented in certain time series data. Self adaptability of PSO algorithm allows it to work in an unsupervised 
manner and to discover relations hidden inside the data set. Besides, PSO algorithm is helped in decrease mean error 
compare with NN. This experiment is shown through a data set of temperature observations collected every 10 days 
in Rennes [18] as in Figure 1. 
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                        Fig. 1. Result for Rennes data set                                          Fig. 2. Result for Ostersund Froson data set 
              
 
Figure 1 contains the plot of the model with mean error for PSO model was 2.27 while NN was 3.3289. The same 
method been applied on precipitation analysis in Ostersund Froson and it brought the same result where mean error 
of PSO model was 2.01 smaller than NN with 3.0390 as shown in Figure 2. The minimum mean error shown that 
the PSO algorithm can outperform based on artificial intelligent for finding models in weather data. Therefore, this 
PSO algorithm can be tested in uncertain time series data in extraction knowledge. 
 
2.3. Data mining method 
 
On the other hands, regression model in data mining helpful too in determine the uncertainty [1]. The effect of 
uncertainty of a particular location on future weather fields been calculated through adjoint sensitivity analysis by 
provides framework to assess the effect of weather conditions and uncertainty on infrastructures [25]. Information 
from uncertain time series believes can help in prepare to face high wind power variation by allocating reserves or 
by committing peaking units [25]. The standard errors are large reflecting more correctly the uncertainty on the 
estimated parameters [26]. The model errors make a larger contribution than initial condition and lateral boundary 
condition errors to predict uncertainty in the short range, statistical analysis underestimating predict uncertainty [27]. 
The uncertainty environmental parameters can help in determine the optimal management schedule by using 
nonlinear stochastic model predictive control technique [28]. The autoregressive models using a Gaussian process 
modelling technique in estimates of certain weather conditions and related uncertainty information, and can give rise 
to conservative uncertainty bounds [28]. 
There are tasks under data mining included classification, prediction, association rules mining, sequential rules, 
clustering and deviation detection. The prediction of data mining task been used in predict process. Regression 
model has been used in determine the uncertain time series [1], [3], [8], [21], [29]. In previous research, the 
regression model through certain time series data  assisted on capture the main modes of spatial variability of 
isotopic composition of precipitation [1], assess the unusualness of the recent episode of heavy precipitation but 
uncertain whether a prolonged dry spell will strike again in bring the lake levels down much lower levels before the 
onset of the next severe wet spell [8], [29], improve the prediction accuracy in study of precipitation forecast but 
difficult to predict climate because of the dynamic characteristics of sample set where the flow was shown in Figure 
3 [21], and try to figure out the effect of relationship between uncertain time series data with the weather area. This 
task helps the uncertain time series in extraction of knowledge with carefully implemented. The comparison of 
analysis can be clearly shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 3. Precipitation predicting process [21] 
2.4.Monte Carlo method 
 
The uncertainties in water vapour observations make climate trend analyses difficult [30]. The uncertain must be 
considered as risk-assessment strategies which bring impact in heavy precipitation from the record of lake levels [8], 
[29]. The uncertain brings a number of difficulties associated with estimating risks in populations and wide ranging 
individual exposures, and change in behaviour with time and the natural variation in individual response [31]. 
Highly uncertain which is incorporation of information causes best developed within a probabilistic framework [31]. 
Monte Carlo methods can be used to analysis of complex systems and natural processes subject to a high degree of 
uncertainty and help in maintain physical accuracy, but it cause bias with limited range [31]. The yield of Monte 
Carlo simulation helps in provide a basis for decision making  and identify the most significant sources even though 
with bias [31]. 
Monte Carlo also known as class of computational algorithms that rely on repetitive random sampling to subtract 
their results and it has been applied in prediction as alternative methods for human perception. In this experiment, 
the Monte Carlo simulation works to present a method for calculating the long-term cumulative exposure in order to 
cristobalite from volcanic ash [31]. The probability distribution of controlling variables allow for correlation 
between variables. The components and processes of the model were shown in Figure 4. 
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       Fig. 4. Model flowchart for estimation and cristobalite exposure through weather data [31] 
 
 
The Monte Carlo simulation has a number of difficulties as associates with estimating risks in populations due to 
uncertain and wide ranging individual exposures, change in behaviour with time and the natural variation in 
individual response [2], [31]. Therefore, the elements of the model could be improved by gathering more data and 
calculate again for gaining the significant sources for uncertain time series data in implemented for weather. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of previous analysis 
 
Method Technique Advantage Disadvantage 
Traditional Euclidean distance 
(Dynamic Time 
Warping) 
x survey the techniques that have been proposed 
specifically for modelling and processing 
uncertain time series  
x not always effective 
x limitation in applicability 
Heuristic PSO x applied for analysis and prediction data 
x to provide experimental results of on real-
world meteorological time series 
x to work in an unsupervised manner 
x  to discover relations hidden inside the data set 
x decrease mean error 
x implemented in certain time series 
data 
Data Mining Prediction Task: 
x Regression 
model 
x forecast process 
x capture the main modes of spatial variability 
of isotopic composition of precipitation 
x improve the forecasting accuracy 
x need framework to assess 
prediction 
x difficult to predict climate because 
of the dynamic characteristics of 
sample set 
x usually implement in certain time 
series 
Monte Carlo Monte Carlo 
Simulation 
x repetitive random sampling to subtract results 
x applied in prediction as alternative methods 
for human perception 
x bias with the limited range 
Monte Carlo 
approach 
 
x treatment leads to nonlinear terms 
 
x the Monte Carlo approach is less 
appealing 
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3. Discussion 
In this work, the methods had been reviewed previously brought benefits to weather area through predicting the 
uncertain time series data. The performed analytical and experimental comparisons of techniques shown there 
should be furthered experiment on the method in order to get the accuracy of predicting uncertain time series and 
improve the quality of yield in focus area. Besides, the calculation in Monte Carlo simulation should be more 
persisted in identifies the most significant sources of uncertainty and providing a basis of decision making through 
simulation. The numerical weather prediction through these approaches can help researcher in predict the weather 
especially in precipitation of landslide. The approach of PSO algorithm focused on analysis but the classical models 
may become insufficient because of the lack adaption. The Monte Carlo simulation brought a bit difficult in 
estimating risks in uncertain time series and get the uncertainty but still helped in determine the effective of the 
system. The prediction in data mining method through regression model determined test between techniques been 
used using multivariate model, and further helps in analyze the effect of bias correction and examine forecast 
periods by search in consider more data model and plans to use extraction algorithm which can be more accurate 
results. 
4. Conclusion 
This review paper produced an evaluation of methods in uncertain time series. The previous analysis and 
experiments presented the overview in implementation of methods on certain time series data in order to extract 
knowledge for future work. There were methods had been used on uncertain time series data but still brought 
limitation in predicts processes. Uncertain time series was important in helping to build up the prediction. The 
comparison of analysis been done in order to determine the yield of predicting uncertain time series through PSO 
algorithm, Monte Carlo simulation, and regression model in data mining method. The methods had been reviewed 
brought benefits to weather area through predicting but still future action must be taken in obtain the accuracy of 
predicting uncertain time series and improve the quality of yield in focus area. 
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